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$495/school/yr*

Algebra for Students

Additional Schlessinger Media K–8

610 Titles
158 Hours of Content
11,878 Segments

This package supplements 535 Schlessinger Media titles already included in the K–8 Super Core Content Package. This package is available to SAFARI Montage customers with a current subscription to a Core Content package. A SAFARI Montage® system is required to purchase this content. Call for quote. (An additional hard drive may be required to purchase and accommodate this product.)

Algebra for Students

Additional Schlessinger Media K–8

610 Titles
158 Hours of Content
11,878 Segments

“Schlessinger Media has proven that it’s possible to create excellent, affordable programming for classrooms or public library collections...”

— Video Librarian

BIOMES OF THE WORLD IN ACTION — Coniferous Forests; Deciduous Forests; Deserts; Freshwater Ecosystems; Grasslands; Marine Ecosystems; Rainforest Biomes; Tundra

BLACK AMERICANS OF ACHIEVEMENT — Alice Walker; Elijah Muhammad; James Baldwin; Jesse Owens; Marcus Garvey; Matthew Henson; Muhammad Ali; W.E.B. DuBois

BUG CITY — Ants; Aquatic Insects; Bees; Beetles; Butterflies & Moths; Crickets; Grasshoppers & Friends; Flies & Mosquitoes; House & Backyard Insects; Ladybugs & Fireflies; Spiders & Scorpions

COUNTRIES AROUND THE WORLD — Algeria; Argentina; Austria; Belgium; Bolivia; Czech Republic; Denmark; Estonia; Finland; Greece; Guatemala; Iceland; Ireland; Kenya; Madagascar; Mongolia; Myanmar (Burma); Norway; Peru; Portugal; Romania; South Africa; Sweden; Venezuela; Vietnam

EARTH SCIENCE FOR CHILDREN — All About Earth's History; All About Fossils; All About Natural Resources; All About Soil; All About Weathering & Erosion

EARTH SCIENCE IN ACTION — Earthquakes; Fossil Fuels; Geologic History; Minerals; Natural Resources; Oceans; Rocks; Soil; The Water Cycle; Topography; Volcanoes; Weathering & Erosion

ENERGY FOR CHILDREN — All About Heat; All About the Conservation of Energy; All About the Transfer of Energy; All About the Uses of Energy

ENERGY IN ACTION — Electromagnetic Energy; Energy Resources: Use & Conservation; Heat & Chemical Energy; Mechanical Energy; Nuclear Energy; The Transfer of Energy

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE FOR STUDENTS — Air Quality; Global Climate Change; Green Energy; Soil Quality; Sustainability in the 21st Century; Water Quality

EXPLORERS OF THE WORLD — Ferdinand Magellan; Henry Hudson; Lewis & Clark; Marco Polo

*All titles are subject to change and substitution.
continued on opposite side

ALGEBRA FOR STUDENTS — Analyzing Inequalities; Exponential Functions; Functions & Relations; Linear Equations & Slope; Patterns & Formulas; Polynomials; Quadratic Functions; Systems of Linear Equations; The Pythagorean Theorem & Right Triangles; Variables, Expressions & Equations

AMERICAN CULTURES FOR CHILDREN — Arab–American Heritage; Central American Heritage; Chinese–American Heritage; Irish–American Heritage; Japanese–American Heritage; Jewish–American Heritage; Korean–American Heritage; Native American Heritage; Puerto Rican Heritage; Vietnamese–American Heritage

AMERICAN WOMEN OF ACHIEVEMENT — Abigail Adams; Amelia Earhart; Clara Barton; Helen Keller; Jane Addams; Wilma Rudolph

ANCIENT CIVILIZATIONS FOR CHILDREN — Ancient Aztec Empire; Ancient Aztec: The Fall of the Empire

ANIMAL LAND: ANIMAL BEHAVIOR & ADAPTATIONS — Animal Hygiene; Animal Intelligence; Animal Language and Communication; Animal Migration; Animal Representatives of the Geologic Time Scale; Animal Scavengers; Animal Societies; Animal Workers; Animals in Extreme Environments; Animals That Live in Extreme Conditions; Animals That Live in the Trees; Ant Societies; Bipedal Animals; Camouflage in the Animal Kingdom; Caring for the Young in the Animal Kingdom; Color in the Animal Kingdom; Defense Mechanisms in the Animal Kingdom; Extreme Animal Migrations; Fighting in the Animal Kingdom; Gestation and Birth in the Animal Kingdom; Giant Land Animals; Giant Sea Animals; Highlights From the Animal Kingdom; How Animals Eat; How Animals Educate Their Young; How Animals Use the Trees; Hunting Methods in the Animal Kingdom; Invaders and Destroyers in the Animal Kingdom; More Highlights From the Animal Kingdom; Movement in the Animal Kingdom; Nocturnal Animals; Production in the Animal Kingdom; Sexual Dimorphism in the Animal Kingdom; Social Dimorphism in the Animal Kingdom; Symbiosis in the Animal Kingdom; Transformation and Metamorphosis in the Animal Kingdom; Understanding Sleep in the Animal Kingdom

ANIMAL LIFE FOR CHILDREN — All About Amphibians; All About Animal Adaptations; All About Animal Behavior & Communication; All About Animal Needs; All About Birds; All About Bugs; All About Dinosaurs; All About Endangered & Extinct Animals; All About Fish; All About Food Chains; All About Mammals; All About Reptiles

ANIMAL LIFE IN ACTION — Amphibians; Animal Adaptations; Animal Behavior & Communication; Animal Classification; Animal Interdependency; Animal Life Cycles; Animal Needs; Birds; Endangered & Extinct Animals; Evolution; Fish; Food Chains; Insects & Other Arthropods; Mammals; Marine & Other Invertebrates; Reptiles

ANIMATED TALES OF THE WORLD — Alaska: Raven Steals the Daylight; Arabia: The Crown and the Sceptre; Armenia: The Shoemaker's Son; Australia: Bad Baby Amy; Burkina Faso: The Tyrant and the Child; Canada: Timoon and the Narwhal; Caribbean: The Chief and the Carpenter; Catalonia: The Manairons; China: The Magic Gourd; China: The Magic Paintbrush; Denmark: The Shepheardess and the Chimney Sweep; England: Cap O'Rushes; Finland: The Raspberry Worm; France: Ewenn Congar; Germany: Frau Holle; Germany: The Enchanted Lion; Greece: The Myth of Persephone; Holland: The Tree With the Golden Apples; India: The Multi-Coloured Jackal; Ireland: Fionn; Ireland: The Boy Who Had No Story; Israel: King Solomon and the Bee; Japan: Crossing the Snow; Mongolia: Shepherd Boy Tumur; Namibia: Omuninya; Norway: The Three Sisters Who Fell Into the Mountain; Pakistan: Podna & Pdni; Poland: The Flower of Fern; Poland: The Story of Flax; Russia: The Two Brothers; Scotland: The Green Man of Knowledge; Scotland: The Loch Ness Kelpie; Singapore: Redhill; South Africa: How Tortoise Won Respect; South Africa: Ummemo; Taiwan: Aunt Tiger; U.S.A.: John Henry; Steel Driving Man; Wales: King March; Wales: Merlin and the Dragons... continued on opposite side
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